
Salem Coed Softball 

Practice Games - Wednesday, April 22nd 

 Field #1 Field #3 Field #4 

6:00p  Hub Racing vs. Nuttin to Prove Venom vs. Stone Drug 

7:00p  Hub Racing vs. A Team Pride Stone Drug vs. Influence RE 

8:00p  Venom vs. Shenanigans DTP vs. Nuttin to Prove 

9:00p A Team Pride vs. Y Nots Influence RE vs. Goons Cracker Jacks vs. DTP 

10:00p  Y Nots vs.  Goons Shenanigans vs. Cracker Jacks 

 

1.  All bats must have the 2012 USSSA bat stamp or 2012 NSA  Stamp.  No stamp on  bat, bat is no good.                

     An out will be called for batters  entering the batter's box with a non stamped bat. 

2.  Home run rule will be a one up rule.   When a HR is hit in a non allowed time, it will be a deadball out. 

3.  Line Drives up the middle that hit the pitcher will result in a deadball out.  Grounders or balls that are  

      gloved are not outs.  Umpire will inspect bats after the pitcher is hit, if issues are found the bat will  

      be removed by Rec. Staff for the remainder of the evening.   

4.  Home team is listed first. 

5.  Bring your roster with you. 

6.  Practice games can end in a tie. 

7.  P games will be 50 minute time limit.  Regular season games will be 55 minutes. 

8.  When a female is batting, all outfielders must start behind the white line.  Cannot cross until the ball  

      is hit. 

9.  If your batter continues to hit balls up the middle, the umpire may eject the batter if he evaluates  

     that said batter is intentionally trying to hit the pitcher.  Play for fun. Everyone has a real job  

     tomorrow! 

10.  No smoking period.  No real Cigs or e-cigs.  A t all in the park.  If you can't come play without  

       smoking, don't come.   Smoking is permitted in the parking lot.  It is black and hard, and cars sit on it.      

 

Note:  Get team shirts.  Starting May 6th a point will be awarded to the other team for ever shirt that 

your team does not have.   Cold weather we will allow jackets, but bring your jersey. 

 

Regular season starts - April 29th.  We will post the full schedule April 24th. 

Upper Teams Middle Division Rec. Division 
Cracker Jacks 

Plumbob's 

DTP 

Venom 

Stone Drug 

Goons 

Shenanigans 

Hoffball 

Hub Racing 

Y "Nots" 

Nuttin To Prove 

A Team Pride 

Influence RE 

Kenny Seng Const. 

 



 


